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ere is the state of things: In most locations, the relationship between organized teachers and reformers — whether superin-

tendents or advocacy groups — remains at best a tenuous truce and at worst a pitched battle. Looking back over the decades,
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has barely budged, depriving students of an equal
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Some teachers rightly fear that today’s reform climate risks demeaning the profession.
They see policymakers focusing their energy on
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removing bad teachers, ending tenure, and eliminating or reducing the extra pay teachers now earn for advanced degrees and experience.
shot at the American dream.

They see much less effort to give them more opportunities to advance their careers and develop on the job, and to earn more for it. No
wonder many teachers are skeptical, if not outright hostile, to the changes afoot.

We see a way out, if all of us can accept that traditional policies have effectively picked most teachers’ pockets during their careers, and

that reforms need to focus on building an outstanding profession.
Change would be worth the effort. Studies prove the enormous
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However, today’s classrooms do not have enough teachers who

omy demands — at least, not in today’s one-teacher-one-classroom
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teachers produce enough progress — well over a year’s worth of

students, for more pay, within budget. Extended-reach

ment gaps and leap ahead. Students starting behind need mul-
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A great teacher in one of every four classes is just not enough. A

growth every year under today’s good, solid teachers will still end

up behind — or, more likely, dropping out. But efforts to attract and

retain more excellent teachers for U.S. classrooms, and to dismiss
ineffective teachers, have not yet resulted in far more students
having excellent teachers.3

How, then, can schools reach more students with the high cali-

ber of instruction that great teachers provide — while also building

a profession that attracts, develops, and keeps more teachers who
teach at this level?

In 2009, we presented a vision for addressing this challenge in

3X for All: Extending the Reach of Education’s Best, which we up-
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elements:

teaching, both to better serve students and to enable
consistently excellent teaching teams.

✱ Opportunity for career advancement through reach
models that include authentic on-the-job teacherleadership, and rigorous on-the-job learning in

teaching teams responsible for the same students.

✱ Pay for teachers that is far higher—potentially six
figures on average, within budget—by combining

extended-reach staffing models with reallocation of
other spending to teacher pay.
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